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1 CULTURE IN THE AGE OF GLOBALIZATION

The development of large urban and architectonic projects and the generalization of management and market principles in culture– intensified by
international economic integration – has deeply modified the mechanisms
of art production and exhibition. Due to the crisis of traditional mechanisms
dependent on State, of urban space and culture management, corporate
or institutional operations of great economic and political power are being
imposed. They aim at reconfiguring the cities, the function of cultural
equipment and the role of art.

The process of Brazil’s insertion in global system
of art production and exhibition is going on now.
Which institutional, political and esthetical principles are determining that
dynamics?
In the age of globalization, the dominant tendency is to establish

transnational cultural mega-institutions
managed according to corporate principles, usually involved in

large projects of urban redevelopment
over the cities where they are implemented. In the dynamics engendered
by this process, new local large private cultural institutions emerge, also
inserted in processes of urban restructuring, associated with transnational
enterprises and sponsored by companies and financial groups. They are,
in fact, capture apparatuses of urban space and cultural production.
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Recent events in the country’s cultural scene – the accomplishment of the exhibition Mostra do
Redescobrimento and its international itinerary, the crisis of Fundação Bienal de São Paulo and the
Guggenheim Museum’s implementation – are the most important landmarks in this process. They point
to the crystallization of an institutional scene – manners of articulating with transnational institutions,
modes of management, association with corporate and real estate interests, esthetical politics – which
might govern the country’s art production in the age of global cultural economy.
The question is: how

is the process of São Paulo’s global integration
– economic, urban and cultural – going to be done?
What is the role of big institutions and how are they going to act? What urban and cultural
structures are going to be created? The process promoted by transnational agents points to
an insertion highly institutionalized based on the configuration of new large private cultural
spaces, on circulation among internationalized institutions and on the participation in global
corporate urban projects. It is a scheme that tends to determine local production, canalizing its
international circulation through these huge institutional devices.
Arte/Cidade’s preparation and implementation are being produced within this dynamics,
facing the resetting of forces that operate in urban and culture fields. Behind the process
there is the mechanics of internationalization of art and of city production in Brazil. It
is a question of perceiving, in accordance with the project preparation process and with
the alliances and partnerships consolidation, how

distinct ways and strategies to produce art and to intervene in cities at
globalization age were being constructed.
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Some processes of urban and cultural character that are occurring in São
Paulo seem to be articulated in order to configure strategies before globalization. The constitution of a corporate cultural quarter centered upon
the Association Brasil + 500 (nowadays named BrasilConnects) and its
exhibition of international itinerary; the appropriation of Ibirapuera Park, an
important public space in the city, by a private enterprise; and the participation of architects and entrepreneurs involved in large urban development

new principles
and procedures in cultural production management.

projects –this, altogether, indicates the consolidation of

It could be helpful to analyze this conceptual and political scene in order to
comprehend how city’s international integration intends to be guided by the

RESTRUCTURING

URBAN

involved institutions and groups.
The mobility of international financial capitals incites the competition
among cities for investment, leading to the creation of politics (deregula-

AND CULTURAL

tion, tax breaks, infrastructure installation) to attract corporate projects for
urban development.
The image

of the city

becomes a fundamental element in official marketing in this competition to
attract capital. Image forged by the production of spaces adequately adorned
with local exoticism and restored historical buildings, although equipped by
adequate installations for corporate activity.

Recent mega-projects of redevelopment, concentrated in multifunctional mega-structures, imply a new configuration of urban space. New
activities colonize exclusive space sectors, connected through the city, yet in
isolation from the remainder of the urban tissue, de-structured by a selective
reorganization process.

PRODUCTION
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the process of city’s museumfication and spectaclization,
through the construction of huge museums and cultural centers aiming exclusively at cultural
tourism.
It is consolidated

These mega-structures have a central role in cities’ reorganization and their insertion in global
economy. As a result, there is a change in the models of management, with their collection now
valued through their continuous circulation in ever bigger exhibition spaces. This also implies
alterations in the systematic of exhibitions, engendering a circuit of exhibitions conceived in order
to be financially viable through their international itinerary. Artistic production acquires the same
mobility as that of financial capital.
In the most recent phase of global cities restructuring, there is a tendency of altering
the way art is inserted in the process. The world’s largest museums are transformed into
trademarks and their installation in diverse cities, requiring strong local investments, turns
out to be an important element in urban redevelopment projects. These colossal enterprises, directly related to administrative strategies to promote cultural tourism, redefine
the position of an area in the international hierarchy of cities. They will also have an
important role in the

configuration of new global enclaves,
providing the required life quality to the employees of the companies therein installed.
How are the appropriation of Ibirapuera Park, of the new corporate cultural institutions,
the great international exhibitions and the projects of urban restructuring as those of
avenues Berrini and Faria Lima articulated? How might them indicate the

emergency of an international insertion model to São Paulo?
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association brasil
do Redescobrimento, that took place in São Paulo, is

paradigmatic of this new role played by cultural institutions in the global reorganization of

projects that relate
art and urban renewal in global scale.

cities. It indicates a tendency to the implementation, in the city, of

The exhibition was used for extending the area occupied in Ibirapuera Park and to restore
diverse buildings, reconditioning them for permanent use with exhibitions. Adequate
installations, for their dimensions and technical devices, in order to receive international
mega-exhibitions. Their itinerary through some world’s important museums gains relevant
role, attributed to costs reduction.
It is not by chance that

scenographic devices

tended to previal over the exibited artworks. A creation of artificial universes, as in thematic parks, totally disconnected from national reality and urban context. The needs to
attract an enormous public, due its high costs; the international propaganda of the country’s image essentially forged according to publicity rules; and specially

corporate methods replacing curatorial principles,
altogether have determined the exhibition.
The exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento implied a change at institutional level,

introducing new organization and financing parameters.
A private company conducted by administrative principles and pointed to the valuation
of the investments has made possible an operation – the adequacy of a great urban area,
the biggest art exhibition ever produced in Brazil and its international circulation – which
cultural public institutions could never achieve. Scale and nature of art exhibition are
transformed. What is aimed now,

through urban restructuring
and huge cultural equipment,

is to inscribe São Paulo in the international network of cities.
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500 AND IBIRAPUERA PARK

The exhibition Mostra

+
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The process has occurred as follows: Edemar Cid Ferreira, owner of Santos Bank and president of the
Fundação Bienal, when the exhibitions from 1994 and 1996 took place, was responsible for their administrative reorganization, introducing new financing and marketing politics. Those accomplishments overshadowed the accusations of his involvement with the military regimen and with conservative political groups.
Bienal was reorganized, during this period, in accordance with corporate modes of management.
After that, the potential created

by the relation between art and corporate

methods of financing and management would be limited by the institutional format of
the Bienal itself. Processes already in progress over the world – such as of the great circulating exhibitions and mega-museums – required an urban-architectonic implementation
in a larger scale and a more flexible institutional device.
It has emerged, then, an affinity of interests and procedures between these new cultural
entrepreneurs and groups traditionally involved in the management of city and culture.
This convergence will take place over Ibirapuera

Park, capable of assuring the urban,

cultural and institutional basis for an operation in international scale.
In the end of the 1990s, while the idea of a mega-exhibition to commemorate Brazil’s
discovery was being formulated, several projects to rebuild and extend the Park’s cultural
installations appear, promoted by the same group of architects and cultural managers. This
convergence gives us the key to understand the urban

and cultural reorganization
under process nowadays in São Paulo.

The process engendered by the exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento is institutionally consolidated: a private association was created, it soon becomes independent and
conquers the control over the Ibirapuera Park. The rebuilding of Ibirapuera’s marquee
and of two of the buildings that compose the complex projected by Oscar Niemeyer
has provided a headquarter to Brasil + 500 Association and its next exhibitions. It was
under way, indeed, a

private appropriation of the Park.

Several public cultural equipment in town – such as the Pinacoteca and Paço das Artes
– have previously undergone an initial phase of masked privatization: the State, incapable of assuring the activity of museums and cultural centers, practically has given
them to directors capable of making financing possible; this has resulted in independent and personalized administrations. A deregulation

process equivalent to the

one that was undergoing at economy and urban space.
Nevertheless, in this case, it occurs a change in property: the Association has gotten
the right of using the public space and equipment. Legal flexibility allows the private
company to use public apparatus of culture as a platform. It has been used the structure and social-cultural legitimacy of Bienal to initiate its constitution and financing.
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How might have been the assignment of a public space, including large and
extremely important buildings, to a private company? Under which terms? Negotiations had
been carried through between Association Brasil +500 and the Santos Dumont Foundation,
which owned the right of using one of Ibirapuera’s buildings (Oca); and the Friends of Pinacoteca
Association and Folk Museum, which occupied the other pavilion. Those museums had been transferred to other places. Association + 500 had signed up particular agreements with these associations, in order to use their installations. It was municipality’s responsibility to present obstacles
to the transference of these assignments of use, what did not happen.
These negotiations would have been mediated, in accordance with the press, by the Secretary
of the Municipal Department of Environment, Ricardo Ohtake. A decree of Mayor Celso Pitta and
the Secretary, dated April 18th, 2000, consents legality to the participation of “non-profitable
organizations” at the “Commemorations of Brazil 500 Years”. Denunciations have pointed ethical
impediment: although the Secretary was in charge of the Park, his design Studio have produced
all the catalogues to the exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento, managed by an enterprise that
had interests in Ibirapuera’s spaces. However, they were far from the main question:

what kind of political agreement had guaranteed the whole operation
and what interests and groups were involved?
Accusations of Ibirapuera’s private appropriation have been refuted by the explanation that part of the
Park, under the marquee, was already illegally occupied, in disagreement with Niemeyer’s original project.
As said by Edemar C. Ferreira, “there was unordered occupation of the park in last the 40 years by nonprofitable associations. That is the real masked privatization”. Ohtake said “before the exhibition Mostra
do Redescobrimento, the marquee was privatized, only now it has become public”.
Santos Dumont Foundation has assigned the Oca building until the end of 2003. As
Association Brasil +500 would be extinguished December 31st, 2002, obeying its own statute, that would mean one year of vacuum. Cid Ferreira said, at that time, that it was not in his
plans to extend this assignment and the Association would decide if the Oca building should
be given back in 2002 to Santos Dumont or to Bienal. “I will begin to leave the Ibirapuera
Park just after the exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento and I will have left it definitely
after the extinguishing of the Association Brasil +500, at the end of 2002 “, affirmed the
banker. Successive changes in the legal status of the Association, after that, seem also to
be used in order to avoid this problem and to perpetuate the occupation of the installa-

Ibirapuera Park
has been effectively incorporated by this corporate group of cultural
promotion.
tions. The announced programming of next events indicates that the

As soon as the operation is consolidated, with the accomplishment of the exhibition, the Association’s
continuity is announced, so that new and varied activities may be promoted. Suddenly,

a corporate institutional headquarter for arts emerges,

endowed with a great financial

power and organizational capacity. It is a process that goes beyond the borders of Ibirapuera Park,

indicating a general tendency to private appropriation of public places and
institutions.
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At the end of Mayor Celso Pitta administration, the press was able to detect several
decrees implying, indeed, a market of the city’s public spaces. First, there was a decree
assigning indefinitely the Oca building, in Ibirapuera, to the Association Brasil + 500.
Later, the mayor has definitively assigned the Prestes Maia Gallery, in downtown São
Paulo, to the Museum of Art of São Paulo (MASP), directed by the architect Júlio Neves,
responsible for the redevelopment project of the Faria Lima Avenue. Finally, there was
a decree assigning the Arruda Pereira Pavilion, also in Ibirapuera, to the Museum of
Modern Art of São Paulo (MAM), directed by Milú Vilela, from Itaú Bank.
Those were decisions taken at the end of that municipal administration, when the opposition was preparing itself to assume the city hall. Immediately after that, the municipality’s spokesmen declared that such measures did not have legitimacy and might be
reviewed. The elected mayor, from the opposition party, Marta Suplicy, declared it was
her intention to review the assignment agreements of both buildings in Ibirapuera – Oca
and Arruda Pereira Pavilion. The new secretary of Culture, Marco Aurélio Garcia, also
says that recent actions of municipality in this area, such as the assignments of public
spaces, must be re-examined.
Reactions to these declarations were immediate. All of them, apparently, at least
at the press, were defending the assignment of the buildings to the private associations. There were two arguments: incompetence of the municipality in organizing
cultural events and, over all, the capacity of private companies in answering the
demands of the public. The initial disposition of the recent installed government was
associated with ideological preconceptions. The new municipality has not yet given
any declaration over the subject.

criteria and procedures – characteristic of
the deregulation period – that had allowed the appropriation
of public spaces and equipment
by private groups, initiating a corporate power in the city. This new private
institutional sphere has very precise features: it has already born extremely
tied to corporate processes of urban redevelopment and to great
transnational cultural institutions.
That is a question, however, of

An articulation between real estate and cultural interests that clearly configures a
strategy of international integration of the city and art.
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The enormous concentration of financial resources, in addition to the use of Ibirapuera’s
buildings, at the exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento, would affect Bienal. Nevertheless,
the Foundation would be guided, during the period, in accordance with this process of
urban and cultural restructuring. Carlos Bratke was elect president of Fundação Bienal,
in 1999, indicated by Edemar C. Ferreira, exactly when it was initiating the process of
Association Brasil + 500’s constitution and the Park’s appropriation. It would be Bratke’s
responsibility to adjust the Foundation to this new device. That means: to postpone the
Bienal so that the mega-exhibition could take place.
The architect Carlos Bratke is one of the responsibles for the implementation of Berrini
Avenue – a real estate project that has resulted in the construction of several sophisticated office building quarters, occupied by international corporate groups. It is the most
important project of corporate urban redevelopment already accomplished in the country:
it abandons the modernist search for macro-structural solutions and for public politics to
adopt local interventions based on market mechanisms (see H. Frúgoli Jr, “Centralidade
in São Paulo”, Edusp, 2000). The process that would reconfigure Ibirapuera Park and the
Bienal itself is, in fact, entirely connected to those principles and procedures.
This dynamics has had a devastating institutional effect. In the beginning of 2000, the
organization of the mega-exhibition became public. Brakte proposes, twice, the Bienal’s
adjournment, due to its financial needs, including its circulation all over the country and
abroad. When some opposers, directors, curators and part of the institutional board did
not accept the adjournment – actually resisting to the change of esthetical and institutional paradigm – they announced their resignation, throwing the Fundação Bienal
towards an intense crisis.
A conjunction of factors seems, therefore, to have led

Bienal to the collapse,

simultaneously to the weakness of the whole public apparatus of city and culture management. There are two distinct models of organization and production of art in conflict
here. On one hand, the Fundação Bienal – a public institution, committed to culture as
social relations – considers art as a creative and reflective process.
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OF BIENAL DE SÃO PAULO

THE CRISIS

On the other hand, the model of the Association Brasil + 500 – a private company, managed
according to the rules of market – points specifically to popularized national art and international
publicity of the country.
Part of the cultural and social elite who traditionally supported the Bienal seems, at a moment of
violent global integration, to have opted for another kind of culture as more adequate to its interests
and self-image. Instead of participating in the production of contemporary art, there is an affirmation
of the local specificity in thematic exhibitions for exportation (see C. Medina, “Considerações sobre o
fracasso da curadoria da 25ª Bienal de São Paulo”, Lapiz magazine, #169, Madrid, 2000).
The removal of all opposers against the new institutional and cultural pattern allowed the group
commanding the exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento to extend its control also over the Bienal.
Paradoxically, the Bienal ended in being dominated exactly by those involved in the implementation
of a new institutional model. Much more interested in the institution’s power of legitimization (and its
structure) than in its esthetical legacy.
That is why, by the occasion of the commemoration of its 50th anniversary, the institution itself was
celebrated, instead of celebrating the art it has ever produced. The fiasco of the celebration exhibition has simply shown that the appropriation of the Bienal – even though it has been presented as a
preservation effort, including the building restoration – is actually an operation of dismantling. The
process obeys the same logic of capital when incorporating privatized companies. Public institution is
used to manage a private apparatus that, once consolidated, drains its financial means and staff. The
public institution, thus, is thrown in a scene of lack, incompetence and discredit. It seems reasonable
to assume that Bienal is going to become another cultural attraction of the great thematic park, the
Ibirapuera Park.
The same group of directors, managers and curators transits between the Fundação Bienal and the
new private institutions that are being created in São Paulo. The hegemony of this group is almost
absolute – especially when extended by agreements with other public institutions, such as the
Pinacoteca and the Paço das Artes. It is, so far,

the most systematic and extensive operation over cultural institutions
and public spaces occurred in the country.
An index of this dominant tendency may be pointed: huge concentrating and hierarchical institutions
are formed, in the same logic of the constitution of transnational urban enclaves, isolated from the
remainder of the territory.

That is the great corporate-conservative project for the city and the culture.
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CHRONOLOGY

OF BIENAL’S
CRISIS

February, 21st
Bienal’s CEO, Marcos Weinstock, and its director, Carlos Wendel de Magalhães, say that Carlos Bratke does not
represent the Fundação Bienal as he should. The president announces his resignation, but in fact the directors
leave.

May, 9th
Fundação Bienal’s board postpones the 25ª Bienal de São Paulo, from 2001 to 2002.

May, 15th
The curator of the 25ª Bienal, Ivo Mesquita, is dismissed by Bratke because of an interview where he assumes
to be against the adjournment. This decision provokes a war of declarations and several manifestations of
support to Mesquita, from board’s members and people from the art world.

May, 18th
Bratke leads back Mesquita to his position.

June, 5th
The members of the board Lúcio Gomes Machado and Rubens Cunha Lima question the rendering of accounts of
the 4th Architecture Bienal, accomplished the year before. Those doubts generate the meeting of July 10th.

July, 10th
Bratke convokes the board of Bienal in order to give some explanations. In that occasion, Bratke and Luiz
Seraphico, president of Fundação Bienal’s board, orally asked their resignation, but the board decides to keep
them until August, 7th, when another meeting is convoked.

July, 11th
Bratke affirms his intention to present himself again as candidate for the presidency and healso admits Milú
Villela as a good name to his succession.

July, 17th
Milú is launched as candidate for Bienal’s presidency. Nevertheless, Bratke affirms she may not present herself
as candidate, since he did not ask his resignation.

July, 18th
The board member Pedro Corrêa do Lago gives the Foundation’s curator, Paulo José de Palma, the record of
the meeting dated July 10th. The record is contested by the president of the board, Luiz Seraphico, and other
board members. They allege the record reproduces only facts favorable to Bratke.

July, 27th
The board’s president, Luiz Seraphico, and other five board members (between them Stella Teixeira de Barros,
Lúcio Gomes Machado, Jorge Cunha Lima and Milú Villela) announce their resignation. Ivo Mesquita, the
curator, asks his resignation. Jens Olesen, Bratke’s first vice-president, also resigns from the post, but not from
the function as board member.
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THE CRISIS THROUGH
THE PRESS
Following the development of the crisis through the press may help to perceive how the consolidation of positions has revealed different procedures and objectives. It may also indicate the reception given to an institutional question of that dimension and complexity. Were the different strategies concerning to the city and to
the art evident through the conflict? What kind of composition was produced so that the debate could have
been closed? How did the involved people take position after that?

Folha de São Paulo’s headlines
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02/15/1999

Bratke is Bienal’s president

20/02/2000

Niemeyer and the theater in Ibirapuera Park

25/02/2000

Resignation of managers affects the Fundação Bienal

19/04/2000

Cultural project in Ibirapuera

12/05/2000

Bienal de São Paulo is postponed

15/05/2000

Curator does not agree with the adjournment

16/05/2000

Bienal’s curator is fired

17/05/2000

The Bienal is divided

18/05/2000

Bratke’s kettle

19/05/2000

Menace of impeachment surrounds Bienal / Curator’s resignation generates crisis

20/05/2000

Fundação Bienal inherits the exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento

24/05/2000

MAM sees masked privatization / Ferreira announces his leaving the park

28/05/2000

Niemeyer is for Ibirapuera’s restoration

01/06/2000

Ibirapuera’s rediscovering

07/07/2000

The exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento transforms art into mass-event / “It is all business”

28/07/2000

Curator asks his resignation / Six board members go away / The chronology of Bienal’s crisis

29/05/2000

Indefinite calendar

11/07/2000

Bratke and Seraphico ask for resignation

12/07/2000

Bratke is candidate

13/07/2000

Seraphico cogitates to remain

02/09/2000

Association becomes independent

01/11/2000

Bratke announces collaborators

18/11/2000

Mesquita assumes the MAM (Museum of Modern Art)

O Estado de São Paulo’s headlines
20/02/1999

Caderno 2 /Carlos Bratke in Bienal’s presidency wants to postpone exhibition

18/10/1999

Economia /Institution destines R$ 3 million for cultural events

18/10/1999

Cidades /Brasil may have a Guggenheim Museum

26/02/2000

Caderno 2 /Ibirapuera gains ‘the biggest air-conditioned museum’

15/05/2000

Caderno 2 /Bienal’s pavilion asks for a R$10 million restoration

17/05/2000

Geral /MAM’s director sees ‘ditactorship’ in Ibirapuera

18/05/2000

Geral /New curator of Bienal should be announced today

20/05/2000

Caderno 2 /The responsibility is all mine, says Ferreira

07/06/2000

Caderno 2 /Branch in Brazil is still speculation

07/06/2000

Caderno 2 /NY waits for Frank Gehry’s new Guggenheim

14/06/2000

Caderno 2 /Guggenheim looks carefully to the baroque of Minas Gerais

24/06/2000

Opinião /The Ibirapuera’s Exhibition

29/07/2000

Caderno 2 /Milú Villela no longer wants the Bratke position

03/08/2000

Caderno 2 /Association accumulates debts with suppliers

05/08/2000

Caderno 2 / Mostra do Redescobrimento - Associação Brasil 500 Anos

21/08/2000

Caderno 2 /The object of artistic activity is freedom

02/11/2000

Caderno 2 /Guggenheim has an eye in Copacabana Fortress

09/11/2000

Caderno 2 /Guggenheim becomes a Brazilian object of desire

10/11/2000

Geral /The country already works for a Guggenheim

10/11/2000

Geral /Rio may have a Guggenheim Museum

18/11/2000

Caderno 2 /Going out of scene, Pitta turns public spaces into lots

18/11/2000

Caderno 2 /Green and yellow Guggenheim

08/12/2000

Caderno 2 /What is being checked?

18/12/2000

Caderno 2 /Municipal Department will not be a patron, says Garcia

03/01/2001

Opinião /Appearances may fool

03/04/2001 Caderno 2 /Guggenheim does not confirm museums
02/05/2001

Cidades /Niemeyer projects a theater to Ibirapuera

08/05/2001

Caderno 2 /Venice becomes a stage to promote Brazil

30/05/2001

Caderno 2 /Association Brasil + 500 decides to change its name

05/06/2001

Caderno 2 /Brasil invests in already consecrated artists

09/06/2001

Caderno 2 /Parallel events appeal to cliché images

0ther Newspapers / Magazine’s headlines
Carta Capital 07/06/2000

Privatization of Ibirapuera

Arthrob 27/06/2000

Letter of Olu Oguibe

Revista Bravo (Agosto/ 2000)

Angélica de Moraes / Arte é refém da plutocracia

Revista Lapiz #169 / 2000

Cuauhtèmoc Medina / The failure of curatorship

Caderno T (Dezembro / 2000) Interview with Marta Suplicy and Marco Garcia
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Restructuring periods initiate intensive movements of emptying and
occupying the urban space. We are observing a race for the city and
the culture. In the vacuum left by the State, everything is quickly
moving from hand to hand, as it has already occurred with the country’s wealth.
It is

an appropriation gear.

Urban space, public institutions,

financial resources and artistic and cultural repertoire are being
taken. It is the logic of wild accumulation, the same that governs the
incorporation of companies by big corporations. Everything is subjected to be taken by assault. The city and cultural institutions, taken
by surprise, astonished, surrender to an overwhelming pressure.

The assault of Ibirapuera and Bienal was set, even if it
could seem a paradox, under the flag of restoration.
Its program was the withdrawal of marquee occupants and the buildings’ restoration. Niemeyer manifested his support to the operation:
it is ideologically legitimated by the

appeal to the modernist

tradition.
During the whole appropriation process of Ibirapuera and the Fundação
Bienal there was an implicit suggestion of continuity between the original
modern project and the current undertaken. It has been reinforced by the
proposals – lead by the same group – of building a theater, foreseen by
Niemeyer in the original project, together with a suspended pavilion over
the lake, designed by Sergio Bernardes, which would shelter another cultural space. It has also been reinforced by the celebration of the 50th anniversary of the Bienal. The city’s own modern history, through its architecture and its art, is claimed exactly by those interested in endowing it with a
totally distinct direction, greatly opposite to the modern heritage.
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MODERNISM

LATE

The set of foreseen interventions, excluding the recover of the existing buildings, might
convert Ibirapuera into a center of cultural activities, dimensionally equivalent to megamuseums that originate global projects of urban restructuring. An enclave highly structured and centralizing, as no other similar in the city.

What happened to the modern project?
Modernism is configured by the introduction of materials and industrial constructive procedures, cultural
equipment
housing
social
projects.
Originally creation
identifiedand
with
the public
sphere,
late

modernism is reverted into
its opposite: ideological endorsement for the corporate
appropriation of public institutions and spaces.

This misrepresentation of the modern program occurs exactly when there is State’s
deregulation and its substitution by a privatized management of city and culture.
“Modern heritage” has become, actually, an ideological apparatus used to endorse a
completely distinct operation. The new cultural equipment assumes its role to anchor
large real estate projects, endowed with their office buildings and shopping malls. Finally,

modernism is converted into a corporate architectonic language.
A new phase of this corporate appropriation process of modernism happened with the
exhibition Oscar Niemeyer, organized in Paris, this year, by BrasilConnects. The exhibition
is in fact part of Jean Nouvel’s exhibition, the architect recently nominated for projecting
Guggenheim’s branch in Rio de Janeiro (see Jornal do Brasil, Feb. 6th, 2002). The connection between them, emphasizing formal characteristics on the work of the Brazilian
architect, is used in another way:

in order to culturally justify the Museum’s project in the country.
Modernism has always been associated with the creation of a new world, as a
collective project. Reinvent city and art as a civilizing operation. All these points
are abandoned in the current program of urban restructuring and of cultural
insertion in global capitalism.
Modern project is suppressed in order to serve structural and programmatic
devices required by power and capital. Modern architecture at the present time
legitimizes large structuring and circumscribed spaces, projected to absorb and
to instrumentralize all the activities and practices, including art. It is an instrument for appropriating and surpassing the dynamic processes and the inform
configurations that emerge in contemporary metropolises.

3⁄4

TOMIE OHTAKE

INSTITUTE
At the current period of economic internationalization, when new devices of
production and exhibition of art are emerging, the question of

principles and procedures of institutions related to culture
becomes essential. Alterations undergone in consequence of the financial viability
of cultural projects, of relations between institutions and curators and artists, of
sponsors and public management, are radical. A new configuration for which there
is not yet established parameters, a transition period where there is no more rules.

Tomie Ohtake Institute was created in the center of diverse operations
of corporate character over urban space and cultural institutions. The implementation of a large cultural building, aiming at promoting artistic
and architectonic projects with international connections, demands corresponding
partners and sponsors. It must necessarily be supported by groups and interests that
promote its insertion in the city, its social and political viability. It is not by chance that
the Institute congregates, around real estate interests, all those directly involved in
the most important urban and cultural operations that have been undertaken in São
Paulo during the last years.
What are the relations between the Tomie Ohtake Institute’s implementation
process and the group of architect-entrepreneurs that has taken possession of
the Fundação Bienal and has been organizing large-scale projects of urban redevelopment in São Paulo? This process reproduces the

same patterns and
strategies that were observed during the operations that
marked the exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento. What are
the conceptual, political, organizational and financial relations existing between
the operation lead by Tomie Ohtake Institute and the ones that were undertaken
by Fundação Bienal and the Association Brazil + 500 (nowadays BrasilConnects)?
How do these institutions face this process, which is emblematic of the ideas
produced by globalization?
How are they related: the privatization process of Ibirapuera, the appropriation of
Fundação Bienal, the “revitalization” projects for public central areas (such as the
restoration of Parque da Luz, including the creation of a sculpture garden) and the
construction of Tomie Ohtake Institute? The Institute director’s, Ricardo Ohtake,
municipal secretary during Pitta’s government, was responsible for the appropriation
of Ibirapuera, and soon after was announced as the next new curator of the Biennial
of Architecture. Agnaldo Farias, the Institute’s curator, has also become one of the
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The Institute is the first large

private cultural institution to emerge in town, in the

process engendered by BrasilConnects’s creation, with which it has strong administrative
and political relations. This process includes also the initial negotiations aiming at bringing
Guggenheim Museum to the country.
Tomie Ohtake Institute, constructed in the neighborhood of new Faria Lima Avenue, is part of
a real estate plan, endowed with office towers and corporate equipment for rent, belonging to
the chemical company Aché. The cultural center, dependent on the rent from the corporate
part of the building,

is entirely associated with the real estate project. It is

also the first cultural center installed in this new corporate quarter in town, initiating their
move from Paulista Avenue, where there is a predominance of cultural equipment connected
to banks. Faria Lima Avenue, part – as well as Berrini Avenue – of the corporate process of
urban restructuring going on in town, was extended during Maluf government and it has been
converted into a new corporate and e-business center. Its project was implanted by Júlio Neves,
who is also responsible for the dismantling of MASP, and it has consisted of an operation implying a long and conflictive process of dispossession and removal of the area’s inhabitants.
The architect Ruy Ohtake – well known not only by his projects for hotels and shopping
malls, but also for the project of “Fura-Fila”, a transport system idealized by this same
municipal government – is the responsible for the Tomie Ohtake Institute’s project. He
has been for several years involved in urban restructuring plans to the region of Largo
de Pinheiros and he is taking part of diverse real estate projects (hotels) in the area. The
Institute’s project also surpassed the legal limits of veticalization and it had to be temporarily paralyzed. The entrepreneurs’ strategy, i. e. the acquisition of the surrounding
areas, has asked for the demolition of a local church, resulting, thus, in strong resistance
and intense public controversy on the city’s historical and cultural patrimony (Mariana Fix,
“Parceiros da Exclusão”, Boitempo Editorial, SP, 2001).

esthetical
function that art may have in places of real estate investment. They
Cultural projects, such as Tomie Ohtake Institute, are interested in the

are machines for configuring and legitimizing global enclaves that are the basis of the
city’s international integration. The creation of enormous cultural institutions in restructured urban spaces, characteristic of the city’s corporate reorganization, produces
economic, social and cultural exclusion.
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THE BIENAL

OF REAL STATE
SPECULATION

A group of architect-entrepreneurs and cultural promoters has taken the Fundação
Bienal and it is organizing its next edition, about “metropolises”, with curatorship of

How will the financial and the real estate establishment
of the city – directly involved in the most important corporate operations of urban
restructuring – approach the metropolises through art? How will it be this
Alfons Hug.

Bienal promoted by them? How will it be the Bienal of corporations?
The proposal presented by Alfons Hug for the exhibition, although destitute of any conceptual elaboration, gives a clue: it is about presenting some world-wide metropolises,
from their images made by artists. That is to say, as its initially presented theme “metropolitan iconography” indicates, from the already consolidated images of those cities.
Cities are chosen due to the curator’s personal experience while director of Goethe
Institute. There is not, in his presentation, any analysis of the role they play on the
articulation of the global cities’ network or of an eventual contraposition to the process of
capitalist integration. He does not make any reference to how artistic production in these
metropolises is being institutionally inserted in the international system of culture. Art
appears with no clear relation with these cities’ structuring processes. These cities are used
only as theme.
The exhibition device of Bienal itself is becoming inadequate to receive complex artistic
projects, as the ones that involve urban conditions. The maintenance of the traditional
exhibition device, as convenient to strategies of big institutions, does not only strengthen
the scenographic character of the exhibitions. It serves, over all, to evacuate from the
artistic sphere the elements and processes that constitute complexity and tensions of the
urban space. Precisely what the most contemporary artistic production tries to incorporate.
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The same occurs over the city: what is the role of mappings made by these exhibitions – including the
Bienal’s 50th anniversary show – except to justify

and to instrumentalize corporate
projects of urban development?

The strategy that is being adopted excludes all the conceptual and technical apparatus, developed by
contemporary art in the last decades, for approaching complex and dynamic situations. It excludes
negotiations with spatial elements and social agents. These exhibitions only simulate, distantly, urban
situations. They reflect the social and political isolation of these cultural institutions under corporate
control.
The esthetical contemplation of urban situations has been used in campaigns of

legitimization

of urban operations undertaken by real estate interests. An image of coherence,
beauty and tradition of places, created by artistic scenes of cities or programs of public art, is used
to hide social conflicts in the urban space. In this context, art is used to justify and to promote “revitalization” and urban restructuring projects.
Here comes the main point of the strategy established for this Bienal:

art is used for promoting the image of cities
that corporate projects of urban development and new large cultural equipment are creating. And, at
the same time, it is used as part of the city-marketing, promoting São Paulo as an adequate place for
the implementation of corporate headquarters and international cultural institutions.
This Bienal obeys the same predominant logic of economy and urban space. Instead of critically
reflecting on the dominant configurations, this proposal operates from the corporate city, from the
logic of appropriation. In this situation, art completely abandons any critical reflexive ambition in
order to be converted into an instrument of economic and political interests. These cultural institutions transform capital and power device into its own modus operanti.
It is not by chance that the curator has initially emphasized the role that fashion and scenography
would have in the exhibition. It is an attempt to estheticize the city. Every approach that implies art
comprehended as a process – works that surpass the artistic object, taking to relations with urban
conditions and negotiations with their diverse agents – is explicitly abandoned. Art is converted into
iconography. That is how the exhibition conceived for

the next Bienal de São Paulo corresponds to real estate
interests and cultural projects of the group of entrepreneurs
that controls it.
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BRASIL
CONNECTS
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Recently, the Association Brasil + 500 has become BrasilConnects, in order to emphasize its commitment on
the country’s international insertion. It is strategic here the relation with Guggenheim Museum – even if the
institution could have apparently lost its position of coordinator in the negotiations aiming at the construction
of mega-museum’s branches in the country. It is through institutional exhibition in association with Guggenheim
that BrasilConnects intends to assure the access to the international circuit of arts.
During the Biennale di Venezia, in 2001, the new institution has produced diverse exhibitions there, including
one at the Collection Peggy Guggenheim. It was publicly shown, for the first time, the articulation between the
old Association Brasil + 500 and the Fundação Bienal. The official representation of Brazil in Venice was “organized in partnership” with the Bienal. How could have been the country’s participation in the most traditional
international exhibition of arts, where Brazil has its own pavilion, accomplished by another institution, private?
At advertisements, the Fundação Bienal was subordinated to BrasilConnects. How was it decided to assign the
institutional status of Brazilian representation to a particular organization?
Once more, the

Bienal, a public institution, was used as a platform to the activities of
this private enterprise.
The Association, that had announced its independence to the Bienal and that was not actually interested
in the accomplishment of Bienal de São Paulo, retakes, however, the “partnership” when it is about the
Biennale di Venezia. It is, thus, evident the articulation of an integrated strategy, giving priority to the
establishment of international connections.
Through the total disproportion between promotion, catalogues, parties and what it was really made in Venice,
one could notice that BrasilConnects’s exhibitions had essentially been an advertising operation. The articulation with the international circuit, in fact BrasilConnects’s objective, is not made through artists and curators,
but by administrative relations.

It is a globalization of institutions, a corporate integration.

It does not imply any real process of cooperation and interchange with creators and critics. Brazilian artists,
presented through genuine operations of institutional marketing – when not as exotic, as carnival products
– are not inserted in the international debate and creative processes.
In the end of 2001, BrasilConnects carried through its great international operation. Huge exhibitions
have been produced, simultaneously, in New York (Guggenheim), Washington, Paris (Jeu de Paume),
Bordeaux and London (British Museum). Perhaps never before Brazilian art has been so extensively
shown abroad, with spectacular assemblies in important foreign institutions.

The model inaugurated through the exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento seems to
be more and more extended, in a logic of continuous expansion.
Nonetheless, what effects will this aggressive exhibition, disconnected from institutions and processes of production in the country, produce over the conditions of artistic creation? What kind of collaboration mechanisms
– between institutions and artists – have been effectively engendered? The main exhibition, at Guggenheim
(Brazil Body and Soul), was once more, as it has already occurred in the exhibition Mostra do Redescobrimento,
dominated by scenery, emphasizing architecture, the museum apparatus. The baroque theatricality, static and
artificial, has overlapped the contemporary art works. However, the exhibition failure seems to indicate, rather,
the impasse of the general operation: to present “Brazilian culture” – through international propaganda of the
country’s advertising image – in large conventional museum spaces. Through these international exhibitions,
BrasilConnects tries to be

the hegemonic promoter abroad of the Brazilian art.
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It is defined, thus, the model of international integration: through big
institutions.

It is an attempt to reproduce the operation of management and international
expansion under development by Guggenheim.
That is the new cultural political economy BrasilConnects intends to
follow. Nevertheless, where may this process, more and more
inflated, of Brazilian art spectaclization reach? Will this strategy
remain viable, with the probable retraction of the big American
museums after the September 11 attack?
The repercussion in Brazil of BrasilConnects’s international
offensive was very limited. If the strategy of this marketing
operation was to get great media impact in order to obtain
support and to continue the sequence of exhibitions, ever
bigger, it did not work out. Will this operation have institutional continuity or will it blow up as a speculative bubble?
All those exhibitions, of high costs, did not have any sponsors;
BrasilConnects’s chairman himself, Edemar C. Ferreira, has
financed them. How could be justified such personal investment? How could this reflect the nature of the operation? A
project with no payback indicates investments based on political and institutional interests. What would they be, exactly?
More recently, BrasilConnects has extended its activities to
environment and biodiversity, where there is the possibility of
taking financial resources from international organizations of
scientific research and environmental protection. The device
assembled by BrasilConnects has been, until last exhibition,
strongly speculative: increased taking of financial resources,
continuous accomplishment of successive projects, fast
changing to other sectors capable of generating new resources.

Speculation

is a basic characteristic of capitalism in

Brazil, emphasized by the recent process of globalization. It
will not be a surprise an abandonment of BrasilConnects’s
activities in the field of art, once its generating potential of
resources might be vanished.
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CORPORATE
STRATEGIES
New institutional operations, due their nature and scale, point to

a new phase in this process of art production privatization.
New institutions are not anymore initiatives of corporate marketing, they are, instead,
private projects, promoted by groups acting at the joints of large urban and real estate
projects, financial corporations and public administration.
Perhaps never before, in the history of São Paulo, the configuration of power over the city
and over art has been so crystalline. There is a conjunction of conservative public administration (until Pitta), corporate architecture and institutional appropriation. Current procedures in market competition – power relations, disrespect for intellectual activity, indiscriminate appropriation – start to reign. These

groups’ control over institutions

implements the generalized practice of urban and cultural gangsterism.
Is it possible to develop

alternative proposals of cultural interaction in international scale,
based on work process – instead of in exhibitions made by big institutions? Collaborations
mechanisms among different groups of creators, social organizations, cultural institutions,
public management and companies. A horizontal, flexible and dynamic device that would
be reconfigured on each new project, instead of the vertical structures of big institutions.
Processes based on negotiation, participation and exchange among partners, instead of
job relations.
The alliance among those corporate institutions aims at emptying every dynamic character of the process, in order to transform it into mere interchange and sponsorship between
private cultural institutions and real estate and financial interests.

The corporate project of international integration
reflects all the perversity accompanying the capitalist globalization itself.
BrasilConnects indicates the model and strategies. The exhibitions promoted by
this group of corporate architects represent the opposing strategy to what Arte/
Cidade intends pointing to city and art before globalization. They have set an
ampler hegemonic process, based on a project of global urban restructuring,
aiming at integrating art production and exhibition in São Paulo to the great transnational cultural institutions.
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